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Statement of Purpose•
The purpose of this project is to build a test stand for Force Control to be used in their
Engineering test lab. It will be designed to test a variety of units in the way of a universal
mounting feature in the top of the table, this will allow for multiple test setups to be run with one
unit. The units that the test stand will be designed to test are the smaller oil shear clutch/brake
units. These units normally consist of a pump motor group for hydraulic actuation to engage or
stop the machinery attached to it via the oil shear clutch/brake. This test stand is being built so it
can run a variety of different units with a range of horsepower and torque instead of just one set
specific torque and horsepower rating.
The universal test stand will house its own actuation system to power a clutch/brake without
setting it up as an independent actuation system. These oil shear units are being used to test all
different sorts of applications by big companies all over the United States of America. John
Deere uses these oil shear brake in their dynos to test the durability and strength of their drive
train they build to put into their machines.
Force Control has specified a 40 Gallon capacity oil tank mounted under the table with low
pressure actuation (0-100 PSI) and a cooling system with a pump at 33 GPM capacity. The
actuation system and cooling system will share a common tank. The table needs to fit in a
designated location of the lab, location yet to be determined, and size limitations need to be
considered.
The purpose of building this type of test stand is to be a universal type test stand. One stand that
can be used to test all different types of hydraulic clutch brake combinations that Force Control
builds. Force Control currently has a test stand now, but this current stand can only run a couple
different types of hydraulic clutch brake units, not universal for all the different combinations of
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unit’s Force Control builds. Building this test stand will require 3D modeling to develop the
drawings for the stand, oil tank, complete unit assembly drawings as well as an installation
drawing to show dimensions of completed unit and critical components. This unit will require
FEA analysis to determine the stresses it can handle, and the design altered as required to meet
Force Control needs. Thermal calculations can be easily found once Force Control determines
the heat exchanger to be used, the heat exchanger will have a chart that will provide the amount
of HP dissipated based on GPM from the cooling pump.
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Scope and Methodology•
The scope and methodology for this universal test stand is listed below in order from start to
finish of the project. Even though we have these steps listed in order, something can always go
wrong and force a change or a setback in terms of the project completion. I think we have
accounted for any foreseeable setbacks or bumps in the road to the best of our abilities and have
been able to avoid any major problems. I think we made some great progress in the first half of
senior design which is setting us up to complete the project early. We have created a topic
proposal, had the proposal approved by Force Control, and Gary Drigel. Since Keith works for
Force Control, he set up a meeting for Tyler to meet the engineering team at Force Control as
well as the president who will oversee the design of this project. We had the test stand designed,
the drawings for the stand had been approved, and budget had been created and approved before
the winter break Once we had the budget approved, Keith collaborated with the purchasing
department to order all of the parts for this test stand, at this point in the project all the parts were
on order and supposed to arrive on time. Over the next couple of weeks, we were receiving parts
in on a regular basis and were currently only missing a handful of the components to this system.
Over the Winter Break, we were able to meet at Force Control and assemble all the
subcomponents, in doing so we checked for fit and design issues. We found that the support for
the return lines needed to be fabricated and welded to the stand and the supports for the drip trays
were warped causing the trays not to fit properly. Force Control was able to assist by welding the
return line support as well as the drip tray straps before paint. Keith was able to make time with
the paint shop and he painted the test stand, tank and associated components blue per Force
Controls request. Once the stand was painted, we were able to meet again to begin final assembly
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and start making and attaching hoses as per the print. At this point the stand was fully assembled
and awaiting Force Control to set up one of the units for functional testing and check for leaks.
Step by Step Plan:
1. Meet with group and Gary to see if the project is acceptable.
2. Tyler and Keith get together to get a full understanding of project, the purpose, and what
the use is.
3. Setup a meeting with Force Control so Tyler can meet the CEO, head engineer, HR, and
Keith’s boss.
4. Create a presentation for the meeting with Force Control
5. Meet with Force Control to determine the scope of the work and add remove items as
necessary. Work out details for location of test stand in the lab, make sure the company
have a plan in place to connect power and controls to the system.
6. Have Keith get in contact with purchasing department to get an estimate on how long the
lead time of some of the main components.
7. Determine tests and setup to be performed for the purposes of this project.
8. Design and create prints for the table/stand to be fabricated outside at a weld shop.
9. Order Stand after prints have been created and approved.
10. Design and create prints for oil tank for out fabrication.
11. Order tank after prints have been created and approved.
12. Review and revise budget and cut list as required to finalize budget.
13. Determine cut list for materials and supplies needed to complete the project.
14. Coordinate with Force Controls purchasing department to order required items.
15. Once items start arriving, start assembling components based off of what is available.
16. If stand arrives first, make any necessary changes to stand to accommodate the purpose
of this project.
17. If the pumps and motors arrive at the same time then, assemble pumps and motors for
actuation and cooling while waiting for other components.
18. Assemble the pump motor groups to the stand.
19. Once pump motor groups are assembled to the stand, look at prints to see which fittings
go in which port.
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20. Assemble filters, and any pressure relief valves to the system.
21. Fit Tank in stand and locate mounting holes, Weld items to stand as required/ make
adjustments.
22. Fit pump motor groups, and filters to determine the plumbing for the hoses. Add
additional support for items as required, i.e. weld, bolt on etc...
23. Disassemble any items that do not get painted.
24. Tape any items that cannot come off unit that does not receive paint.
25. Coordinate with Force Control to get the right color paint for the stand and unit.
26. If paint is not in stock, then order paint.
27. If waiting on paint, then we can assemble unit and start running some tests on the unit.
28. Once paint comes in, then prepare unit for paint then paint.
29. After paint is dry and approved with force control, remove any tape and assemble any
parts that were removed prior to paint.
30. Coordinate with Force Control to install and hook up test stand with a test unit.
31. Test unit - check for leaks and proper operation.
32. If test fails, work out kinks in the unit and retest until proper operation.
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Expected Findings•
Force Control specializes in Oil Shear Industrial Clutch and Brake systems. The principle behind
the built-in oil pump and oil shear theory is displayed in Figure 1 (Force Control). These
systems have many uses out in the
industrial field from dyno
applications, to motor brakes to
Posidyne Clutch brakes. John Deere
is one of Force Controls customers
and they purchase these Oil Shear
tension brake systems to test their
drivetrain and transmission
components installed on their products
Figure 1

as a Dyno application. They take

these units and run them at a certain desired horsepower and torque output on the drivetrain.
They will usually run at 110% to see what component in their system breaks first. Once
something breaks, they find out why it broke, and they redesign it and the whole system gets
tested again and again until something does not break.
So, what is so important about this universal test stand that we have built? Force Control came
to us and told us that they must be able to test as many as their products in house as possible
before releasing these products to the customer. Before this test stand was completed Force
Control was currently using multiple test stands to test certain size units before shipping. This
universal test stand we have built is able to test multiple units up to a size 20, which is capable of
a static torque rating of 3000 lb-ft. As previously mentioned, this test stand comes equipped with
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a cooling system on board and is capable of handling the a 40HP motor that is planed to be
installed on top of the stand to drive the units. With the Delta D49 hydraulic pump that we have
installed on this stand, rated at 33.6 GPM with a 1800 RPM motor, the heat exchanger that will
be installed and specified by Force Control is a API Heat Transfer model AOC-57, as referenced
from API’s AOC catalog, we can handle the 40 Thermal Horsepower. Due to the limited
electrical power in the test lab at the time of our validation we currently have a 15HP motor with
an AOC-37 installed which is limiting our THP capacity to 17HP max.
With the stand being open underneath, and the removable pump skid this stand is going to be a
mechanic friendly unit to work on by having open spaces which will make assembly and disassembly of components very easy as illustrated as a 3D model in Figure 2. This stand features a
quick disconnects for actuation, a
removeable pump skid for quick
pump motor group interchange and
drip trays which eliminates having to
worry about oil or fluid leaking on
the floor, these drip trays will be very
Figure 2

easy to slide in and out for drainage

and positioning. On the bottom of the unit we have equipped lift points for the unit so it can be
easily moved around the shop with a forklift without having to worry about damaging the unit
itself. The feet also have holes drilled in them for the option of permeant mounting, this can be
seen in figure 3, a picture of the stand as it has arrived from the fabrication shop back in
December.
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This unit is also big enough to
house its own cooling system,
which is something the other test
stands do not allow. This stand has
the capabilities to house a lowpressure system hydraulic actuation
system and has the provisions to be
able to run a high-pressure
Figure 3

hydraulic actuation system. Figure

4 shows a 3D Model of the hydraulic skid with the cooling pump and low-pressure pump, Figure
5 shows a 3D model of the same skid but with the proposed future high-pressure pump. We have

Figure 4

Figure 5

designed the tabletop of the stand to be made with a T- slot setup by putting angle iron back to
back, this gives the ability of making the top into a universal design to handle multiple setups.
The T-slots, skid, and area for the Tank can be seen in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
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Figure 6

Figure 7

The materials we have ordered for
the stand arrived in late November,
early December. During winter
break we were able to get a jump
of things by installing the pump
motor groups, the motor mounts,
Figure 8

filter bracket mounts, hose fittings,
and ball valves. The hydraulic tank

arrived in early December after the stand itself had been delivered. Once all those items were
delivered, we had started pulling the items from Force Controls stock that was not ordered, these
can be seen in Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15.

Figure 9

Figure 10
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Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

When we received all the
materials and the tank
arrives we were able to get
started with paint and
assembly. After several
Figure 14

Figure 15

meetings we were able

complete the assembly of the test stand, but this did not come without some problems. Some of
the obstacles we had to overcome in the building process of the test stand were parts being on
backorder. Once all the ordered components of the stand arrived, we thought we had received
everything we needed to complete this project, but after further evaluation we realized we were
missing a black iron nipple and a couple hose fittings.
Another problem we ran into was once we received the stand, we noticed the supports that hold
up the drip pan were severely bowed. We were able to cut those supports off and then have them
rewelded to keep them flat. The next problem we had ran into was the stand did not come with
the tank return line support attached. Even though we had called this bracket out in the drawing,
it was not attached. We had to coordinate with the weld shop to have them weld on the tank
return line support in the correct position.
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Force Control decided they wanted the Universal Test Stand Painted Force Control blue as
seen in Figures 16,17. Figure 16 is the quick removable skid for the pump motor groups, the
filter bracket, and the tank. Figure 17 is 40 Gallon Tank with the modification specified on the
drawing.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Once we had all the main components that required paint, painted we gave the unit a couple days
for the paint to cure and dry and then we started the final re-assembly. We had to carefully reinstall all the pump motor groups onto the removeable skid and then place the removeable skid in
its correct position which is underneath the t slotted table top which can see be seen in Figures
18, and 19. This skid was obviously too heavy for Keith and I to pick up so we had to use the
forklift to pick up from designated fork slots we had designed to be built in underneath the skid.

Figure 18

Figure 19
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Once the skid was installed, we bolted down the skid into place and then started adding the hose
fittings that go on the filter housing, the side of the tank, and the fittings that go on the top of the
pump motor groups.
The next order of business was making the hoses for this unit. We took a measurement for each
hose, cut that hose to exact length, cleaned the inside of the hose out so no debris would get
logged in the filter, then assemble the field assembled hose fittings onto the ends of each hose.
Every hose except for one hose is using the field assembled hose fittings, the main return hose
back to the tank needed to be sized and crimped with Parker dies and crimping tool. Force
Control does not have the Parker hose crimping equipment in house, Tyler had to take the 42232 hose and the 10143-32-32 hose fittings and get them crimped by Hydrotech Incorporated.
Tyler is a former employee of Hydrotech and keeps in touch with his former colleagues, so Tyler
called and asked for a favor. This route was much quicker and easier than the normal route
Force Control takes which is shipping this hose out to get crimped and that could take weeks.
The crimped hose was returned and installed on to the unit three days later which left nothing
else to do but test the unit and check for proper installation and leaks. Keith had the electrical
engineer at Force Control install electrical plugs on the motors for easy connection and
disconnection for testing purposes. After all the electrical cords were installed a Force Control
test unit from the lab was temporarily installed and mounted down on top of the Universal Test
Stand. Force Control also setup a load cell and pressure control actuation system, so the unit
could be controlled.
For the test a 03 Tension Brake test unit from the lab at Force Control is being used to test for
any leaks and proper installation and operation of the Universal Test Stand. This unit and setup
were picked so we can test both the hydraulic actuation and cooling at one time. Once the initial
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test was running, a few fittings were found to be leaking some fluid, those fittings were taken off,
cleaned and more pipe dope was installed then re-installed. The last problem that we
encountered was the filter on the filter housing was leaking as we came up to pressure. After
further investigation we determined it was due to a bad filter housing. Due to some unforeseen
circumstances in getting a new housing and retesting at a later date, we bi-passed the filter
housing for this test and sent in an order for a new filter housing. Once the Filter housing was bi
passed, we noticed the unit was running up to full potential and no other issues presented
themselves. The completed Universal Test stand with the 03 Tension Brake test unit can be seen
in Figures 20 and 21.

Figure 20

Figure 21
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Chart 1

We ran two different tests on the TB03 with the cooling pump at 30 Hz suppling approximately
15 GPM to the unit, from the AOC-37 performance curve chart 1, this will dissipate
approximately 16 THP (the full 33 GPM the system is rated for was not needed). The first of the
two runs with the 15 HP motor on a 1:1 pully setup at 10 Hz from the VFD (Variable frequency
drive, to control the speed of the motor). With this input from the VFD we were capable of
2.5HP at 300 RPM. The second run used the same setup but the VFD was changed to 30 Hz, this
changed our capabilities to 7.5HP at 900 RPM. The data recorded from these tests can be seen in
Table 1 and Chart 2. The max torque we were able to record was at 50 ft-lbs due to the motor
stalling in the first test and the motor slipping the belt in the second test.
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Force Control TB3 Test Results
Motor @ 10Hzs (300 RPM 2.5 HP)
PSI
5
6
11
17
25

Motor @ 30Hzs (900 RPM 7.5 HP)

Ft-lbs (from load cell)
10
20
30
40
50

PSI
5
7
10
18
25

Ft-lbs (from load cell)
10
20
30
40
50

Table 1

Force Control TB3 Test Results
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
10

20

30

Motor @ 10Hzs (300 RPM 2.5 HP)

40

50

Motor @ 30Hzs (900 RPM 7.5 HP)

Chart 2
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Conclusions•
Overall Senior Design was a huge success and a foundation for us to build on in the years to
come. We set goals and milestones for this project and achieved those goals and crushed those
milestones. We set our own personal deadlines and due dates by the Gantt Chart and hit each
one of those deadlines. Senior Design was not just a course in the Engineering Program at
Miami University, it was just not another project along the way to your degree; instead it was a
feel for a project managed type of build that we managed. You learn a lot about yourself
throughout this process of Senior Design, learning how to work well with others during a team
project, learning that without communication the chances that you can succeed are very slim.
One of the most valuable of the experiences is learning time management, since that plays a
major role in this project due to the eight-month deadline, and juggling how to be able to
multitask, with different aspects of this project, life outside of class and the other courses taken
in conjunction with senior design
We designed, created, built, and tested a Universal Test Stand for Force Control to utilized in the
years to follow. Force Control put their trust in us, financed this project and worked to meet our
needs in order to complete this project. We had run into a couple issues along the way but that
did not stop us from achieving our overall goal which was designing and building a Universal
Test for Force Control Industries.
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Reflective Essay- Tyler Gregory
This senior design project has been very different from anything that I have ever done before in
school or in my career field. In my time here at Miami I have grown accustom to going into a
class and the professor having everything already planned out throughout the semester, the
assignments already made, tests from the previous semester, and the lectures already completed.
Well Senior Design has been the complete opposite from every class I have ever taken at Miami.
With the overwhelming amount of self-responsibility senior design puts on every single person’s
shoulders, this class single handedly gets people ready for the career field you about to embark
in. Overall, I’d say this project has been nothing short of a headache sometimes, but it marks a
bitter sweet ending to a chapter in my life that’s going on eight years. Keith has blessed me with
this partnership from day one of senior design back in the fall. The same day that, heading into
that class I was very unsure if I was even going to make it to senior design day in April. Heading
into the fall semester I did not know exactly what I was going to do with senior design or really
had any clue about how much this course requires. The partner who I had verbally committed to
take senior design with had changed his mind last minute, so therefore I had no partner and no
ideas for a topic. But, none of that really matters because it all worked out in the long run, and
now here we are finishing up our college careers with senior design.
When Keith came up to me in the fall about possibly working together, I had a glimmer of hope
that I might make it out of senior design alive. When Keith told me he already had a topic idea
planned out, all I wanted to do was say thank you. The opportunity that Keith and everybody
over at Force Control has presented me with this project is unbelievable. This project was not
easy at all times, it definitely has presented its fair share of challenges.
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A project of this magnitude really relies solely on communication and how well you can work
with other people. Keith and I did a very good job regarding communicating with each other
throughout the week and during the weekends. It presents a challenge for yourself when you are
doing a project through your teammates work. Keith is at Force Control every single day, knows
the ins and outs of the company, knows the purpose of this project, and has eyes on the project
on a daily basis. For me on the other hand, I did not even know Force Control existed until the
first day of Senior Design this year. I was unaware of what Force Control did, and the different
ins and outs of this universal Test stand. It was a little more difficult for me to try and setup a
time where I can go to Force Control to actually get my eyes and hands on this Universal test
stand. But I think I did a good enough job in staying active in this project, showing Keith and
showing Force Control that I was motivated and willing to work when it came down to this
project.
I also think Keith and I did an excellent job of managing our time when working on this project
because a challenge presents itself when you both work full time outside of taking courses at
night. One of the best things we have done was to exchange each other’s phone numbers so we
would always be able to contact each other. Keith was always reachable by his phone and would
always get right back with you if you had a question. I tried my best to make it to Force Control
when they would setup a date and time after work for me to come into their facility and work on
this unit. There was one Friday in February that me and Keith had scheduled to get together
after work and I had to cancel last minute due to being stuck at work.
Keith took a project manager role, while I took more of a hands on/ laborer role. I wanted to try
and do as much of the project, paper and presentation as I could to make up with my lack of
attendance at Force Control on a daily basis. I was always trying to ask Keith if there was
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anything else he needed me to do or work on so he didn’t have to do any more than he was
already doing. I tried my best to get involved in the senior design class updates every Thursday,
tried to complete every Meeting Journal for the project during both semesters. I feel there is
always some room for improvement in anything you do. I will take the lessons learned during
my time in Senior Design and make sure I apply them in my future life endeavors.
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Reflective Essay- Keith Kincaid
I have found the senior capstone class to be different and challenging from the start. Being an
unconventional student at Miami has presented many challenges and the one that showed up day
one of this class was not knowing many students. Since I usually take two classes a term, I have
seen students come and go and was a little apprehensive about finding a partner for this class. I
was also wrong in thinking that there would be a list of projects to choose from when we showed
up. I suppose we get use to the “leading by the hand” type of treatment throughout the 4-year
degree program as most of the classes have a predetermined path throughout the term. Even with
these obstacles, having to find a project and a partner wasn’t a difficult task as I had a potential
project in mind and recognized Tyler from a prior class.
I have had no problem in jumping into this project as it is like being in the role of a project
manager. I have led many projects throughout my career, but I also understand that the
coursework at Miami has helped prepare me for this type of project involving design and
engineering. Being in the Engineering field has played a part in the understanding of the
processes that go into a successful project. I have learned through experience, and if I remember
correctly it was discussed in project management, that to get things done you have to been
willing to work with people. This includes working with a partner, a company and a University
as we are doing with this project.
Tyler and I partnered up with each other the first day of class, I was able to present a project to
Miami University that had previously been shelved by Force Control. I initially set up a meeting
with Force Control and Tyler to introduce every and figure out logistics of getting the work done
with Tyler not being an employee. Force Control has been great in allowing us to do this project
for them as well as financing it with little oversite.
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Tyler has been a great partner to work with on this project, he is very willing to take on his share
of the work and was open to working with me on this project with Force Control. I feel Tyler has
done a great job in staying involved wherever possible, even if not onsite Tyler jumped in on
working through the reports and weekly journals. I have done my best to keep Tyler up to date
and informed on the parts of this project that are note visible to him such as the scope laid out by
Force Control and materials arriving at the plant.
Working with the Force Controls materials department has been a pleasure, my frequent
checkups on purchased parts have been address in a professional manor and not treated like a
nuisance project. I met with Jerry, the materials manager, at the beginning of the project and
made him aware of the timeline and set the tone for how the project would be handled. He has
responded with every enquiry I have sent his way with quick precise answers. When I discovered
ordered items were missed on my part, Jerry was very willing to help and quick to place
additional orders. Communications from outside vendors on the fabricated items have went
smoothly and without incident.
I have enjoyed working on the design for the Universal Test stand and feel confident that we
have designed a stand that meets the needs of Force Control. I think this design will give the
versatility in testing the many units that Force Control manufactures and stand up to the torques
the #20 Posidyne can put on it. I enjoyed getting my hands dirty in the assembly and testing of
this stand, seeing a project through from concept to reality was rewarding.
Tyler and I have set out from day one to hit this project head on and shoot for an early
completion date to give plenty of time for testing and proof of concept. We were successful in
staying on pace to get the stand fully assembled and ready to test. Tyler took time out of his work
schedule to meet at Force Control at critical points to keep us on pass for early completion.
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Force Control had an important project that was underway in November that looked like it may
slow some progress, but we were able to adjust what we were doing and work through it to stay
on track.
To my own surprise, as mentioned earlier, we had very little oversite in this project. I feel this
was very intentional on Force Controls part to allow Tyler and I to get the most from the
experience. As a team Tyler and I were able to be very successful in bring the project from
concept to reality in under our allotted time. I would welcome the opportunity to work with Tyler
on another project in the future.
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